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ERROR_ e79caf774b

This is all I know, I can't get into the files, but if anyone has a better
solution than the one I suggested I'll be glad to listen. A: It looks like 2

characters are missing before the error: ExtraqualityTragedyOfErrorsEa
stPakistanCrisis19681971KamalMatinuddin and /1/ If I'm right, it's more

than 4 characters because the formatting on the error report is
different, but if I remove those characters it works fine. This also seems

to be specific to the naming issue, because if I name the file as such:
pzx_import_fix_316270394_case1.txt And even move it to the same

folder: C:\Users\michael\Desktop\Multiple file import It still won't work.
Here's a screenshot of the error report that will hopefully explain better

than my own words: A: It was a bug in the Excel side of these files,
that's how I found it. I also remember there being a workaround for it. I

can't really remember what it was now, but maybe this might help?
Gentlemen, before you ask, I have found a way to create such files and
I can't be arsed to see what steps were required to make them. This is
a zip file which has a folder called PIMG_Mgmt (mine is the second file,
so it's PIMG_Mgmt_DataImport.zip). You should unzip it and extract the
PIMG_Mgmt folder. In that folder you'll find a bunch of files. The ones

that I tried work for Windows 10. The import of files by using Import.bat
goes through a G:\Program Files\Microsoft\Excel\XLL\v2.0 file. Once you
have access to a file called Import.xll try importing the file that's in the
PIMG_Mgmt folder into that Excel file. I did it this way because I found
some files that were part of this import.txt file but not in the extract
version. You will probably not need them because they are mostly
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